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Evangelicals, Protestants and the Reformation

On 'evangelical' and 'Protestant', see Diarmaid MacCulloch, Thomas Cranmer. A Life (New Haven: Yale, 1996), pp 2-
3 and passim thereafter; and
MacCulloch, Reformation. Europe's House Divided. 1490-1700 (London: Allen Lane, 2003), pp xx, xxx, passim
thereafter, and (for the plural use) 171.

On 'Protestant' doctrine, see:
Eberhard Jüngel, Justification. The Heart of the Christian Faith. A Theological Study with an Ecumenical Perspective
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2001). The book is his answer to the question posed in the Preface to the First Edition (xxxiii),
'What does Protestant mean?'. (See further under the section Critiques of Eucharistic Agreements below).

For his part, MacCulloch is endeavouring to use the word 'evangelical' (small 'e') of the Reformation rather than
'Protestant' for historically precise reasons. However, this somewhat misleadingly elides the varied perspectives of the
different adjectival and noun usages which exist, each with its own distinct but linked history:

1. at the time of the Reformation, the adjective 'evangelical' is regularly used to mean 'concerning the Gospel' (the
euangelion [Greek] or evangelium [Latin], hence the 'evangel'); the common enough double adjectival ending
(cf. poet  poetic- poetical) refers to the truth of the Gospel, and not always - though certainly sometimes - to a
particular group of people;
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2. at the time of the Evangelical revival, the word is still, and again, used as an adjective to describe the
'evangelical truths' of the Gospel (Newton, for example, speaks of 'evangelical humility'); but while those
Evangelicals who wrote thus were conscious of their Reformation descent, and accepted the doctrine of the
Book of Common Prayer without any reservation, their prime concern was for the exposition of Scripture.
Increasingly thereafter, the word begins to be used for those who espouse those doctrines, and the adjective
'evangelical' gradually turns into a noun-adjective with a capital E (Evangelical);

An interesting example of a (rather circular) definition of 'Evangelicalism' occurs in the initial proposals for a
theological college in Cambridge by Edward Henry Carr in July 1875 in an essay entitled 'The Establishment of
an Institution for the Theological Preparation of the Clergy - An Appeal', in The Christian Observer and
Advocate. After stating that 'the Bible is still the religion of England, the nation is still Protestant at the core, and
the Evangelical element in the National Church has the popular confidence and sympathy', he goes on to
specify what he means by 'Evangelical':1

'We mean by the Evangelical body...members of the Church of England who hold the views of
Scott the Commentator, of the Rev. Charles Simeon, of John Newton, of the Venns', of the
philanthropist William Wilberforce, & of the Sumners' (Archbishop and Bishop) with regard to
dogmatic truth and experimental religion'.2

Note the contemporary nature of the definition, without reference to the Reformers. See also:
Charles Simeon, 'Christ Crucified, or Evangelical Religion Described', in Arthur Pollard (ed.), Let Wisdom
Judge. University Addresses and Sermon Outlines by Charles Simeon (London: Inter-Varsity Fellowship, 1959),
pp 103-115.

3. For most people today it is this latter noun-usage that is understood, referring to a party or grouping within the
church, although all Evangelicals would believe that they hold to evangelical truth. The media frequently
confuse Evangelical with evangelistic, and increasingly tar Evangelicals with the brush of fundamentalism
(which has a different - twentieth century - history again);

4. Thus, while all English-speaking Protestants are Evangelical, not all Evangelicals regard themselves primarily
as Protestants; and while some American Fundamentalists gladly use the term Fundamentalism and may be
Evangelicals, many English Evangelicals certainly do not wish to be called Fundamentalists.

5. Because of the essentially Lutheran heritage of Protestantism in Germany, Evangelisch in reference to the
German church means 'non-Catholic';3 it may or may not include what English church-people mean by
Evangelicals, it is Lutheran rather than Calvinist-Reformed (which forms a major strand of English
Evangelicalism), and it certainly has not worried about many of the biblical issues of infallibility or authorship
that have formerly bothered many English Evangelical scholars influenced explicitly or implicitly by the work of
Benjamin B Warfield. (In any case, British and American Evangelical scholars are today part of the mainstream
scholarly theological scene.)

6. In the same way, terms are not directly transferable to the American scene.

For four earlier Grove Spirituality Booklets on the theme of Evangelical Spirituality, see:
Peter Adam, Roots of Contemporary Evangelical Spirituality, Grove Spirituality Series No. 24 (Nottingham: Grove
Books, 1988).
John Cockerton, Essentials of Evangelical Spirituality. Grove Spirituality Series No. 49 (Nottingham: Grove Books,
1994).
John Goldingay, Evangelical Spirituality in the Light of Paul's letter to the Romans, Grove Spirituality Series No. 41
(Nottingham: Grove Books 1992), and
John Tiller, Puritan, Pietist, Pentecostalist. Three types of Evangelical Spirituality. Grove Spirituality Series No. 3
(Nottingham: Grove Books, 1982).

See also the detailed studies of
James M Gordon, Evangelical Spirituality. From the Wesleys to John Stott (London: SPCK, 1991); and, for a lighter
touch,
John C King, The Evangelicals (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1969).

On continuing adjectival use of the word 'evangelical' to mean 'of the Gospel', and not 'in respect of Evangelicals/
Evangelical doctrine' in a variety of Christian contexts, see:

Br Ramon's chapter on 'Evangelical and Catholic' in The Flame of Sacred Love (Oxford: Bible Reading
Fellowship, 1999), pp 12-24;
The title of ch. III in the stupendous little booklet by Archimandrite George Capsanis [Abbot of the Monastery of
Osiou Gregoriou on Mount Athos], The Eros of Repentance. Four Talks on Athonite Monasticism (Newbury,
Mass. and Robertsbridge: Praxis Institute Press, n.d. (c. 1995)): 'Evangelical Monasticism'.
Alister McGrath's phrase 'Evangelically minded Benedictine' below in the section on Evangelical Catholics; but
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this is nearer the 'party' noun-use of the word.

On the Reformation itself, in England and the Continent (noting MacCulloch's reference to the 'complacent insularity
that has particularly affected the historiography of the Church of England' (Reformation, p xxiv)):

Possibly the most accessible short introduction to the Reformation now is Patrick Collinson, The Reformation
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2003).

Diarmaid MacCulloch has written at length on the Reformation:
Thomas Cranmer. A Life (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996);
Tudor Church Militant. Edward VI and the Protestant Reformation (London: Allen Lane, 1999);
The Later Reformation in England. 1547-1603 (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 20012);
The Boy King Edward. VI and the Protestant Reformation (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001); and
Reformation. Europe's House Divided. 1490-1700 (London: Allen Lane, 2003).

See also:

C Frederick Barbee and Paul F M Zahl, The Collects of Thomas Cranmer (Grand Rapids and Cambridge, UK:
Eerdmans, 1999).
Owen Chadwick, The Early Reformation on the Continent (Oxford: OUP, 2001)
Gordon Mursell, English Spirituality. From Earliest Times to 1700 (London: SPCK, 2001), pp 304-314 (Latimer,
Cranmer, and the Book of Common Prayer').
Jaroslav Pelikan, Reformation of Church and Dogma (1300-1700). The Christian Tradition. A History of the
Development of Doctrine. Volume 4 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), pp 127-182 (mainly Luther) and pp
183-244 (mainly Calvin).
Jill Raitt (ed., in collaboration with Bernard McGinn and John Meyendorff), Christian Spirituality. High Middle Ages and
Reformation (London: SCM, 1988), pp 268-371 (The Spirituality of Luther, Zwingli, Bullinger, Calvin and the Radical
Reformation; various authors).
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Past Evangelical Histories

In her popular work of 1879, The Later Evangelical Fathers [2nd ed. 1914, with a preface by Handley C G Moule],
Mary Seeley lists the following nine clergy: John Thornton, John Newton, William Cowper, Richard Cecil, Thomas
Scott, William Wilberforce, Charles Simeon, Henry Martyn and Josiah Pratt.

More recent historical surveys of Evangelicalism include:

Oliver Barclay, Whatever Happened to the Jesus Lane Lot? (Leicester: InterVarsity, 1977).
David W Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain. A History from the 1730s to the 1980s (London: Unwin
Hyman, 1989).
Leonard Elliott Elliott-Binns, The Early Evangelicals. A Religious and Social History. Library of Ecclesiastical History
(Cambridge: James Clarke, 2002 [Lutterworth: 1953]).
Michael Hennell, article 'Evangelical Spirituality' in Gordon S Wakefield (ed.), A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality
(London: SCM, 1983).
D Bruce Hindmarsh, John Newton and the English Evangelical Tradition. Between the Conversions of Wesley and
Wilberforce (Grand Rapids: MI and Cambridge, UK: Eerdmans, 2001 [Oxford: OUP, 1996]).
Kenneth Hylson-Smith, Evangelicals in the Church of England: 1734-1984 (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988).
Randle Manwaring, From Controversy to Co-Existence: Evangelicals in the Church of England, 1914-1980
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985).
Mark A Noll, The Rise of Evangelicalism. The Age of Edwards, Whitefield and the Wesleys (Leicester: InterVarsity
Press, 2004).
Mark A Noll, The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995).
Mark A Noll and Ronald F Thiemann (eds.), Where Shall My Wond'ring Soul Begin? The Landscape of Evangelical
Piety and Thought (Grand Rapids and Cambridge, UK: Eerdmans, 2000).
Mark A Noll, David W Bebbington and George A Rawlyk (eds.), Evangelicalism. Comparative Studies of Popular
Protestantism in North America, the British Isles, and Beyond, 1700-1990 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994),
especially the first and last essays, namely: John Walsh, '"Methodism" and the Origins of English-Speaking
Evangelicalism', pp 19-37; and David Wells, 'On Being Evangelical: Some Theological Differences and Similarities', pp
389-410.
Nigel Scotland, Evangelical Anglicans in a Revolutionary Age, 1789-1901 (Carlisle: Paternoster, 2004).
John Walsh, various essays, most conveniently gathered together in the bibliography to Hindmarsh, John Newton
and the English Evangelical Tradition, p 357.
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WR Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening (Cambridge: CUP, 1992).

Most of the material in these volumes, however, constitutes a 'history of influence'; and, because the preaching of the
Cross through sermons based on Scripture has always been one of the central bench-marks of Evangelicalism,4 that,
rather than the preaching of the Cross through the Communion service, is what is most often dealt with in histories. W.
R. Ward, writing largely about the Methodist context in 'The Religion of the People and the Problem of Control, 1790-
1830', in Faith and Faction (London: Epworth Press, 1993), p 264, claims that 'The generation about which I wish to
speak was, I make no doubt, the most important single generation in the modern history not merely of English religion
but of the whole Christian world.' In view of the dates in the expanded titles of many books on Evangelical history
(above), that statement could be widened well beyond Methodism. However, since Callum Brown's The Death of
Christian Britain (London: Routledge, 2001), it might now be transferred to the period 1960-2000.
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Present Conflicts and Future Possibilities

State of Play

There is, currently, a conflict between those who are seeking a more tightly defined understanding of the word
'Evangelical', and those who want a more 'open' or 'generous' definition. In some ways, this is not new, but a good way
of gauging the parties involved within Anglican Evangelicalism is to compare four web sites:

Fulcrum
The Protestant Truth Society
Church Society
The Evangelical Alliance; non-denominational

For earlier disputes between Evangelical scholars, see the article of February 3, 1984, entitled 'CT Classic:
Evangelical Scholars Remove Robert Gundry for his Views on Matthew', reprinted in the 17 November, 2003, edition.
Read the article on the Christianity Today web site.

For a current overview, see Graham Kings, 'Canal, River and Rapids: Contemporary Evangelicalism in the Church of
England', and the articles from the Islington Conversations: Eclectics (ICE) in Anvil, Vol. 20 No. 3 (2003), pp 167-184.
'Canal, River and Rapids' is also available on the Fulcrum web site.

For an appeal from 58 North American Evangelicals, protesting against 'premature closure of dialogue and debate by
means of condemnations and threats of exclusion', and pleading for a return to a old motto: 'In essentials unity, in non-
essentials liberty, in all things charity', see 'The Word Made Fresh: A Call for the Renewal of the Evangelical Spirit', or
read it online
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Assessing the Future

See the following substantial literature:

Craig Bartholomew (ed.), The Futures of Evangelicalism: Issues and Prospects (Leicester: IVP, 2003).
Stanley J Grenz, Renewing the Centre: Evangelical Theology in a Post Theological Era (Grand Rapids: BridgePoint
Books, 2000).
Alister E McGrath, Evangelicalism and the Future of Christianity (Leicester: IVP, 1995).
Alister E McGrath, A Passion for Truth. Evangelicalism and the Intellectual Coherence of Evangelicalism (Leicester:
IVP, 1999).
Alister E McGrath and Timothy George (eds.), For All the Saints. Evangelical Theology and Christian Spirituality
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox 2003).
John G Stackhouse Jr. (ed.), Evangelical Futures: A Conversation on Theological Method (Leicester: IVP, 2000).

A conference is being held at King's College, London, in July 2003 on the title British Evangelical Identities: Past,
Present and Possible Futures. It is expected that a book containing the major conference papers and addresses will
be published afterwards. For information about the Christian Futures Network see Exploring Christian Futures.
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Evangelicals and the Eucharist
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This study is largely concerned with weaknesses in contemporary Evangelical readings of the Sacrament. Despite the
studies referred to in the previous section and below, the general lack of interest and writing on the topic at a local
level breathes a deafening (virtual) silence.

For a scholarly overview of the historical process, see Christopher J Cocksworth's Evangelical Eucharistic Thought in
the Church of England (Cambridge: CUP, 1993).

See also his Inaugural Lecture as Principal of Ridley Hall for a generous analysis of Evangelicalism as working with a
triple methodology: Christological, Charismatic and Catholic. This has also been published separately as Principles for
a Principal: Gospel, Scripture and Church. A Sermon by David Ford and a Lecture by Christopher Cocksworth,
Cambridge: Ridley Hall, Michaelmas 2001.

For an earlier Grove booklet on the theme of Communion, see Elizabeth Culling, Making the Most of Communion.
Grove Spirituality Series No.66, Cambridge: Grove books, 1998.

Note Robert E Webber, Evangelicals on the Canterbury Trail. Why Evangelicals are Attracted to the Liturgical Church
(Edinburgh: Continuum, 1989 [Send the Light, 1985]).

The single book from the InterVarsity Press catalogue which 'calls for a renewed unity of Word and Eucharist in
Christian worship' is:
Eleanor Kreider, Given For You. A Fresh Look at Communion (Leicester: IVP, 1998).

See also the recently published work by Phillip Tovey, Inculturation of Christian Worship: Exploring the Eucharist.
Liturgy, Worship and Society Series (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2004).
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Related Publications

Grove Books

Grove Books (of which the accompanying booklet is a part) has a huge list of booklets in its Liturgical series, many of
which deal directly with the Communion. Colin Buchanan, the founder of Grove Books, in fact began the enterprise as
a way of involving Evangelicals in the process of Liturgical engagement and revision. Prior to this, Julian Charley was
a leading Evangelical presence in the early days of the Anglican Roman-Catholic International Commission. See the
Grove Worship Series and Grove/Alcuin Joint Liturgical Studies and Liturgical Studies

Particularly relevant to this study are:

Liturgical Studies

LS7 Colin Buchanan: What did Cranmer think he was Doing?
LS23 & 26 Kenneth Stevenson: Symbolism and Liturgy I and II
LS34 Colin Buchanan: Eucharistic Liturgies of Edward VI  A Text for Students
LS35 Colin Buchanan: Background Documents to Liturgical Revision 1546-1549
LS37 Michael Sansom: Why Liturgical Worship Anyway?
LS49: Colin Buchanan: Latest Liturgical Revision in the Church of England 1978-1984

Joint Liturgical Studies

JLS7 Phillip Tovey: Inculturation  The Eucharist in Africa
JLS 12 Paul Rorem: Calvin and Bullinger on the Lord's Supper
JLS50 Graham Kings and Geoff Morgan: Offerings from Kenya to Anglicanism . Liturgical Texts and Contexts
including 'A Kenyan Service of Holy Communion'

Worship Series

W135 David R Holeton: Renewing the Anglican Eucharist
W137 Andrew Pearson: Making Creation Visible - God's Earth in Christian Worship
W146 Jeremy Fletcher and Christopher Cocksworth: The Spirit and Liturgy
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Latimer Studies (formerly Latimer House Publications)
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A source for contemporary Conservative Evangelical thinking and publishing is Latimer Trust. Relevant literature
includes:

1. No. 1 J I Packer, The Evangelical Anglican Identity Problem - An Analysis
2. No. 3 R A Leaver, The Doctrine of Justification in the Church of England
3. No. 4 R G England, Justification Today: The Roman Catholic and Anglican Debate
4. No. 8 N T Wright, Evangelical Anglican identity: Problems and Prospects
5. No. 9 R T Beckwith, Confessing the Faith in the Church of England Today
6. No. 12 J Atkinson, Rome and Reformation Today: How Luther Speaks to the New Situation
7. No. 16.G I Bray, S A Wilcockson and R A Leaver, Language and Liturgy
8. No. 18 G I Bray, Sacraments and Ministry in Ecumenical Perspective
9. No. 27 A E McGrath, ARCIC II and Justification

10. No. 31 N A D Scotland, Eucharistic Consecration in the First Four Centuries and its Implications for Liturgical
Reform
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Modern Ecumenical Agreements

An enormous amount of ecumenical work has taken place over the past fifty years, much of which has been
concerned with the understanding of the Eucharist. Most of these documents are now conveniently gathered in two
volumes:

Harding Meyer and Lukas Vischer (eds.), Growth in Agreement. Reports and Agreed Statements of Ecumenical
Conversations on a World Level (Geneva: World Council of Churches & NY: Paulist Press, 1984), which includes the
Anglican-Roman Catholic Conversations and the Final Report of the Commission, pp 61-129;

Jeffrey Gros, Harding Meyer and William G Rusch (eds.), Growth in Agreement II. Reports and Agreed Statements of
Ecumenical Conversations on a World Level, 1982-1998 (Geneva: World Council of Churches / Grand Rapids and
Cambridge, UK: Eerdmans, 2000), which includes (Part B):

XVII Anglican-Roman Catholic Dialogue, pp 312-372;
XX Evangelical-Roman Catholic Dialogue 1977-1984, pp 399-437;
XXI Lutheran -Roman Catholic Dialogue, pp 438-582, including the 'Joint Declaration on the Doctrine
of Justification' (1999), pp 566-582;
XXVI Pentecostal-Roman Catholic Dialogue between the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity
and Leaders of Some Pentecostal Churches and Participants in the Charismatic Movement within
the Protestant and Anglican Churches 1972-1976, pp 713-779, including the Final Report, pp 713-
720.

The Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission. The Final Report was published previously by the Catholic
Truth Society and SPCK in 1982, the same year in which Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (The Lima Text). Faith and
Order Paper 111 (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1982) was also published. Read the Lima Document online.

The Lutheran-Roman Catholic Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000, is
also included in Anthony N. S. Lane, Justification by Faith in Catholic-Protestant Dialogue. An Evangelical
Assessment (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2002 (below), pp 239-259).
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Critiques of Ecumenical Agreements

In strong response to the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification, Eberhard Jüngel wrote Justification. The
Heart of the Christian Faith. A Theological Study with an Ecumenical Perspective (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2001
[original German title: Das Evangelium von der Rechtfertigung des Gottlosen als Zentrum des christlichen Glaubens]).
This is one of the most robust and polemical studies - nonetheless, 'written with an ecumenical purpose' (xxxv) - of the
doctrine of Justification in recent years.

In particular, in ch. 5 ('The Justification of Sinners: The Meaning of the Exclusive Formula Used by the Reformers'; pp.
147-259), all Luther's Reformation tags - Christ alone (solus Christus), By grace alone (sola gratia), By the word alone
(solo verbo), By faith alone (sola fide) - are all treated in detail. All that said, the doctrine of creation is not touched on
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at all, either by Jüngel or by Lane (below).

Other critical responses from a variety of standpoints include:

Daphne Hampson, Christian Contradictions: The Structure of Lutheran and Catholic Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001).

Anthony N. S. Lane, Justification by Faith in Catholic-Protestant Dialogue. An Evangelical Assessment (Edinburgh: T
& T Clark, 2002).

Alister E McGrath's Latimer Study No. 27 (above), ARCIC II and Justification. Latimer Study No. 27 (above; Oxford:
Latimer House, 1987).

Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian Tradition. A History of the Development of Christian Doctrine. Volume 4: Reformation
of Church and Doctrine (1300-1700), Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1984, vii, notes drily that,
'Despite their protestations of "sola scriptura," the Reformers showed that the "Scriptura" has never been "sola".'

As noted concerning Cranmer in the linked Booklet text, the outcomes of even major changes are not always what
were intended; and, despite its huge philanthropic commitments (see Past Evangelical Histories), Evangelical history
has not always been noted for its lack of judgmentalism. Like some scrupulous forms of Catholicism, Evangelical
history is also marked by the crippling doubts and struggles in the lives of its adherents who with their heads fully
assent to Christ alone, grace alone and faith alone. Its own reservations and qualifications concerning the nature of
the presence of Christ in the Communion may have contributed to this Angst.

For a very positive personal statement of a traditionally required aspect of Evangelical doctrine - the substitutionary
atonement of the death of Christ - see Gary Jenkins, In My Place. The Spirituality of Substitution. Grove Spirituality
Series No. 71 (Cambridge: Grove Books, 1999).
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Evangelicals, (Early) Christian Art and the Eucharist

For all that the Evangelical tradition emphasised 'worshipping the Lord in the beauty of holiness' (Psalm 96.9), concern
for holiness tended to outweigh that for beauty, and its conception of beauty tended to be rather limited by its Puritan
and 'low-church' heritage. With its increasing engagement since the 1960's with the public arts and the visual, with a
certain amount of cross-over between Evangelicals and the Orthodox, and in the context of the world-wide church,
however, the issue of Beauty in worship has begun to be considered, though still to a quite limited extent.

In terms of the recovery of the study of the art of early Christianity, earlier books include:

Francesco Abbate (ed.), Christian Art of the 4th to the 12th Centuries (London: Octopus, 1972), esp. 41 and 50-51,
and
Pierre de Bourguet, S.J., Early Christian Painting (Contact Books, 1965), esp. 135 and 139.

Of more recent literature, see:

John Beckwith, Early Christian and Byzantine Art (Yale: Yale University Press, 1992);
Guntram Koch, Early Christian Art and Architecture (London: SCM, 1996);
John Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art (London: Phaidon, 1997);
Irmgard Hutter, Early Christian and Byzantine Art and Architecture (London: The Herbert Press, 1998); and especially
Robin Margaret Jensen, Understanding Early Christian Art (London: Routledge, 2000).

The following recent books from a wider range of outlooks, however, may encourage further discussion and
involvement:

Jeremy Begbie, Voicing Creation's Praise. Towards a Theology of the Arts (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1991), esp. Pt. III;
Jeremy Begbie, Beholding the Glory. Incarnation through the Arts (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000);
John Drury, Painting the Word. Christian Pictures and their Meanings (NY: Yale University Press in association with
National Gallery Publications Limited, London 1999);
John de Gruchy, Christianity, Art and Transformation. Theological Aesthetics in the Struggle for Justice (Cambridge:
CUP, 2001);
William A Dyrness, Visual Faith. Art, Theology and Worship in Dialogue (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2001);
Paul Evdokimov, The Art of the Icon. A Theology of Beauty (Redondo Beach, CA: Oakwood Publications, 1990);
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Edward Farley, Faith and Beauty. A Theological Aesthetic (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001);
Richard Marsh, Black Angels. The Art and Spirituality of Ethiopia (Oxford: Lion, 1998);
Neil MacGregor, Seeing Salvation. Images of Christ in Art (Yale: Yale University Press, 2000);
Ron O'Grady, Christ for All People. Celebrating a World of Christian Art (Maryknoll: Orbis, 2001);
George Pattison, Art, Modernity and Faith. Restoring the Image (London: SCM, 1998);
Masao Takenaka and Ron O'Grady, The Bible Through Asian Eyes (Auckland, NZ: Pace Publishing in association
with the Asian Christian Art Association/ Geneva: WCC, 1991).

For numerous examples of thriving Asian Christian Art, go to www.asianchristianart.org
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The Eucharist and Healing

Evangelicals have traditionally been slow to ascribe the notion of healing to the Communion service. However, the rise
of the charismatic movement has brought a more traditionally Catholic understanding of the healing power of the
Sacrament to the notice of many Evangelicals. A majority is suspicious of such an approach.

John H Hampsch, The Healing Power of the Eucharist (Servant Books, 1999);
Benedict Groeschel and James Monti, In the Presence of Our Lord. The History, Theology and Psychology of
Eucharistic Devotion (Our Sunday Visitor, 1997);
Simon Park and Kenneth McCall, Healing the Family Tree (London: Sheldon Press, 1999 [1982]).
Michael Mitton and Russ Parker, Requiem Healing. A Christian Understanding of the Dead (London: Darton,
Longman and Todd, 1991).
Russ Parker, Healing Wounded History: Reconciling Peoples and Healing Places (London: Darton, Longman and
Todd, 2001).

Further additions and suggestions for this note are welcome.
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Evangelical Catholics

At the more grass-roots level, an important document of co-operative intent - 'Evangelicals and Catholics Together:
The Christian Mission in the Third Millennium' - was published in First Things 43 (May 1994), 15-22. This is also
available online.

A set of essays representing the combined work of this group was also published in 1996: Chuck Colson and Richard
J Neuhaus (eds.), Evangelicals and Catholics Together: Towards a Common Mission (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1996).

A further document - 'Evangelicals and Catholics Together: A New Initiative' -was published in Christianity Today on 8
December 1997. In 1998 the same group published 'The Gift of Salvation', also in First Things (79 (January 1998), 20-
23), and also available online.

The 1988 document 'What is an Evangelical Catholic?' by the Catholic writer Paddy Monaghan, another by the Elim
Pentecostal Superintendent T Gordon Hills on 'Evangelical Catholics', and a description of the work of the Evangelical
Catholic Initiative (ECI) can be found on the web-site of the Evangelical Contribution on Northern Ireland (ECONI).

Paddy Monaghan's article just mentioned includes the following statement on the Eucharist:

'Evangelical Catholics strongly affirm the Roman Catholic Church teaching that there is only one all-
sufficient sacrifice for sins, accomplished once for all on Calvary. We fully endorse the agreement set
forth in The World Alliance of Reformed Churches/RC International Dialogue in 1977, "We believe we
have reached a common understanding of the meaning, purpose and basic doctrine of the Eucharist,
which is in agreement with the Word of God and the universal tradition of the Church. We gratefully
acknowledge that both traditions, Reformed and Roman Catholic, hold to the belief in the Real
Presence of Christ in the Eucharist; and both hold at least that the Eucharist is: (1) a memorial of the
death and resurrection of the Lord (2) a source of loving communion with Him in the power of the
Spirit, and (3) a source of the eschatological hope for His coming again."
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We also affirm a statement from the Anglican/RC International Commission on the Eucharist, in
1981, "Christ's redeeming death and resurrection took place once and for all in history. Christ's death
on the Cross, the culmination of His whole life of obedience, was the one perfect and sufficient
sacrifice for the sins of the world. There can be no repetition of, or addition to, what was then
accomplished once for all by Christ."

Some Evangelical Protestants seem not to want to hear what our Church affirms on the once for all
nature of the sacrifice of Christ. They seem unwilling to accept that this is the official teaching of the
Catholic Church.'

Notice the following account in Alister McGrath, in Roots that Refresh. A Celebration of Reformation Spirituality
(London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1992):

'... the early sixteenth century bears witness to countless individuals within the Catholic church in
Italy, Spain and France who adopted Evangelical spiritualities, yet remained within the Catholic
church - often in very senior positions' (p 15);
'To embrace the ideas and values of the Reformation in no way implies the rejection of the Christian
spiritual tradition prior to 1500!...The Reformers were appreciative of many aspects of Benedictine
spirituality, not least on account of its emphasis upon the importance of reading and meditation upon
Scripture' (p 38);
On Easter Eve in 1511, Gasparo Contarini 'happened to fall into conversation with an Evangelically
minded Benedictine monk', adding that 'the Benedictine Order is known to have been a centre for a
form of Catholic Evangelicalism at the time,' and recounting how Contarini was exultant to learn from
one of the monks how Christ's death on the cross had secured the forgiveness of all his (Contarini's)
sins (p 123).
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Evangelicals and Orthodoxy

For an encouraging and surprising document, see:
Evangelicalism and the Orthodox Church. A Report by the Evangelical Alliance (UK) Commission on Unity and Truth
among Evangelicals (ACUTE), London: Acute [Paternoster], 2001, esp. 'Worship', pp 106-119 and 'Prayer and
Spirituality', pp. 120-133.

Orthodoxy offers a radically different perspective on Holy Communion/ The Eucharist from that of Western Christianity,
and from Protestantism in particular.5 Extracts from two major recent writings may illuminate this point.

Firstly, Olivier Clément, The Roots of Christian Mysticism (London: New City, 1993), offers wonderful excerpts from
and commentary on patristic texts, including sections on Scripture ('the First Sacrament', pp 97-103) and the Eucharist
(pp107-125).

The Eucharist is...a real power of resurrection...Certainly, it needs to be received in faith, and there
needs to be an encounter...but its power is 'objective', and independent of our attitude to it. Our
attitude can only encourage (or restrict) the spread of the eucharistic fire through our soul and body
(pp 107-8).

The eucharistic body is that of the historical Jesus as well as that of the risen Christ...God's human
nature since the resurrection and the ascension encompasses the world and secretly transfigures it
(p 108).

The world was created as an act of celebration, so that it might share in grace and become Eucharist
through the offerings of human beings. And that is precisely what Christ, the last Adam, has
accomplished. By his death and resurrection he has brought glory to the universe. It is this
transfigured creation that is offered to us in the Eucharist in order that we too may be able to join in
this work of resurrection (p 110).
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The Eucharist requires the memorial (or anamnesis) of the whole history of salvation. This is
epitomized in its central point, the life-giving cross, the cross of Easter. These events which are
written in the 'memory' of God are made present, actual and active by the 'memory' of the church (pp
111-2).

Fire and the Spirit are in our baptism. In the bread and the cup also are fire and the Spirit (Ephraim of
Syria) (p 113).

The Eucharist renews, strengthens and depends the 'consubstantiality', the ontological unity of all
human beings (pp 115).

One cannot communicate without being hungry (p 124).

The prayer from the Didache, IX, 4, now included in Common Worship (p 292), is also here (p 116):

As this broken bread once scattered over the mountains has been gathered together to make a
single entity, so gather thy Church together from the ends of the earth into thy Kingdom.

The second book is:
Bishop Hilarion Alfeyev, The Mystery of Faith. An Introduction to the Teaching and Spirituality of the Orthodox Church
(London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2002).

''The Orthodox Church believes that in the Eucharist the bread and the wine become not only a
symbol of Christ's presence, but his Body and Blood in actuality' (p 140);
'the union of the believer with Christ in the Eucharist is not symbolic and figurative, but genuine and
integral. As Christ suffuses the bread and wine with himself, filling them with his divine presence, so
he enters into the communicant, filling our flesh and blood with his own life-giving presence and
divine energy' (pp 140-1).

The Orthodox theologian Alexander Schmemann wrote widely on Orthodoxy and on the sacraments. Two notable
works are: The World as Sacrament (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1966), and The Eucharist: Sacrament of
the Kingdom (Crestwood, NY: St Vladimir's Press, 1988). Schmemann has becomes one of the major exponents of
Orthodoxy to the Western church.

A third author is perhaps more well-known:
Timothy Ware (Bishop Kallistos of Diokleia), The Orthodox Church (Harmondsworth: Penguin (revd. ed.) 1997 [1963]),
esp. pp 286-295, and The Orthodox Way, Crestwood, N.Y., St. Vladimir's Press, (revd. ed.) 1995 [1979]. As Ware
points out, the key phrases in the Orthodox Liturgy are:

Thine of Thine own we offer to Thee, from all and for all.
Send down Thy Holy Spirit upon us and upon these gifts here set forth:
And make this bread the Precious Body of Thy Christ,
And that which is in this cup, The Precious Blood of Thy Christ,
Changing them by Thy Holy Spirit. Amen, Amen, Amen.

See also ch. 8: '"Though there stand around you tens of thousands of angels": the symbolic world of Eastern liturgical
prayer' in John Anthony McGuckin, Standing in God's Holy Fire. The Byzantine Tradition. Traditions of Christian
Spirituality Series (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 2001).

Four early Communion hymns from the Eastern and Western church are:

'Strengthen for service, Lord, the hands/ That holy things have taken'
      (from the Syriac Liturgy of Malabar; 5th cent.);



'Let all mortal flesh keep silence'
      (from the Liturgy of St James);
'From glory to glory advancing/, we praise thee, O God'
      (the Liturgy of St James); and
'Draw night and take/ the Body of the Lord'
      (from the Latin, 7th cent.)

There are several good web sites for Orthodoxy:

The British Antiochian Orthodox Deanery
The Russian Orthodox Church
The Orthodox Church in America
The Institute for Orthodox Christian Studies, a study centre for Orthodoxy in Cambridge
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The Continental Strand of Post-Reformation Evangelicalism (Pietism)

 The history of post-Reformation Evangelicalism, and its continuing development from the beginning of the nineteenth
century, represents what might pentateuchally be called a 'mixed multitude' (Exodus 12.38), and what has increasingly
become a coat of many colours, some going back to the Reformation, others entering in later.6 Widening the circle to
the Continent, one can follow Pietist, scholastic-rationalist and catholic trends. Early Evangelicals, not least Calvin and
Luther, had a keen sense of their debt to the depth and variety of history and tradition, however much they felt the
church had 'erred'.7 All the same, even with the caveats of the opening page, 'Evangelicalism' as a term does tend to
have a very English feel about it, quite distinct (say) from Lutheranism, which is no less patently a Reformation church.

Further, few Evangelicals have any idea of the extent to which early Puritan and Evangelical writers were indebted to
Catholic writers on the continent, at a time of considerable danger and suspicion, as well as to the 'teaching of the
High Church tradition' later.8

See in particular:

Peter C Erb, The Pietists. Selected Writings (London: SPCK, 1983).
Simon Chan, Spiritual Theology: A Systematic Study of the Christian Life (Leicester: IVP, 1998).
Simon Chan, Pentecostal Theology and the Christian Spiritual Tradition. Journal of Pentecostal Theology Supplement
Series 21 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000).
Geoffrey Nuttall, The Holy Spirit in Puritan Faith and Experience (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992
[Blackwell: 1946]).

Following the practice of Peter Erb, in idem, Pietists. Selected Writings (London: SPCK, 1983), it is worth referring not
merely to theology, but also to hymnody, as a way of taking the temperature of a movement. Thus I offer here, as an
example of 17th and 19th century piety (German, then English), one of the most wonderful Lutheran Communion
hymns of this Post-Reformation period, written by Johann Franck (1618-1677) in 1653: Schmücke dich, O liebe Seele
[Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness]. Of these hymns Catherine Winkworth says in the Preface (p ix) that they were
'selected for their warmth of feeling and depth of Christian experience'.

First translated by Catherine Winkworth in her Lyra Germanica: Second Series: The Christian Life (London:
Longman, Brown, Green, Longman, & Roberts, 1858), it did not enter Anglican hymnals until it appeared in the English
Hymnal in 1906 and Hymns Ancient and Modern Revised much later in 1972. It has not appeared in any Evangelical
hymnbook until the modernised version in Hymns for Today's Church (No. 400), based on the later and longer
translation (see below). Below is Catherine Winkworth's original translation; of the six verses she translated, usually
only four were printed in English hymn-books (vv. 1, 4, 5 and 6). Her original 8888.7777 versification was subsequently
amended to the more familiar 8888.D metre in all English hymnals.

 

Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness,
Leave the gloomy haunts of sadness,
Come into the daylight's splendour,
There with joy thy praises render
Unto Him, whose boundless grace
Grants thee at His feast a place;
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He whom all the heavens obey
Deigns to dwell in thee to-day.

Hasten as a bride to meet Him,
And with loving reverence greet Him,
Who with words of life immortal
Now is knocking at thy portal;
Haste to make for Him a way,
Cast thee at His feet, and say:
Since, O Lord, Thou com'st to me,
Never will I turn from Thee.

Ah how hungers all my spirit,
For the love I do not merit!
Ah how oft with sighs fast thronging
For this food have I been longing!
How have thirsted in the strife
For this draught, O Prince of Life,
Wish'd, O Friend of man, to be
Ever one with God through Thee!

Here I sink before Thee lowly,
Fill'd with joy most deep and holy,
As with trembling awe and wonder
On Thy mighty works I ponder;
On this banquet's mystery,
On the depths we cannot see;
Far beyond all mortal sight
Lie the secrets of Thy might.

Sun, who all my life dost brighten,
Light, who dost my soul enlighten,
Joy, the sweetest man e'er knoweth,
Fount, whence all my being floweth,
Here I fall before Thy feet,
Grant me worthily to eat
Of this blessed heavenly food,
To Thy praise, and to my good.

Jesus, Bread of Life from Heaven,
Never be Thou vainly given,
Nor I to my hurt invited;
Be Thy love with love requited;
Let me learn its depths indeed,
While on Thee my soul doth feed;
Let me here so richly blest,
Be hereafter too Thy guest.

For the complete text of Catherine Winkworth's three volumes of hymn translations among a large range of other
hymn-collections, see Calvin College Christian Classics Ethereal Library

The three volumes comprise:

Lyra Germanica: Hymns for the Sundays and Chief Festivals of the Christian Year, translated from the German by
Catherine Winkworth, with Illustrations by and engraved under the Superintendence of John Leighton (London:
Longman, Brown, Green, & Longman, 1855/ 1861). There are no Communion hymns in this volume.

Lyra Germanica: Second Series: The Christian Life, translated from the German by Catherine Winkworth (London:
Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, and Green,1858/ 1863); this contains seven Communion hymns, including (for
the first time) Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness.

The Chorale Book for England (London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, and Green, 1863), complete with the
tunes compiled and edited by William Sterndale Bennett and Otto Goldschmidt. This contains three Communion
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hymns, repeating Deck thyself...

 It is worth noting here Robin Leaver's Latimer Trust publication (No. 13), Music as Preaching: Bach, Passions and
Music in Worship, which is one of the few earlier books by an Evangelical writer which considers the function of music
in worship.

See also Jeremy Begbie, Voicing Creation's Praise: Towards a Theology of the Arts (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1991),
Beholding the Glory. Incarnation through the Arts (London, Darton, Longman and Todd, 2000), and Sounding the
Depths. Theology through the Arts (London: SCM, 2002).
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The Sacramental Hymns of William Cowper and John Newton

John Newton

There is a revival of interest in John Newton at present, in part coinciding with preparations for the commemoration of
the 200th anniversary of the passing of the Slave Trade Act of 1807, for which John Newton's encouragement of
William Wilberforce was critical. Note the recent establishment in Pennsylvania, linked to Pennsylvania State
University, of a John Newton International Center for Christian Studies

More particularly, in scholarly terms, note The John Newton Project, The Hill Lodge, Warwick Road, Stratford-on-Avon,
CV37 0NP. The project is planning a new, exhaustive edition of all Newton's works.

Note also the Cowper and Newton Museum in Olney, Bucks.

The Trustees of the Cowper and Newton Museum celebrated the bicentenary of the publication of the Olney Hymns by
bringing out a facsimile edition of the Olney Hymns: Olney Hymns in Three Books. Facsimile of the First Edition (The
Trustees of the Cowper and Newton Museum, Orchard Side, Market Place, Olney, 1979).

At present, the only 'complete' edition of John Newton's works available is Richard Cecil (ed.), The Works of John
Newton (London: Hamilton, Adams & Co., 1820, repr. Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1985, six volumes).

Older biographies of Newton included:
Josiah Bull, John Newton of Olney and St Mary Woolnoth. An Autobiography and Narrative... (London, 1868), now
reprinted as 'But Now I See'. The Life of John Newton (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1998).
Brian H Edwards, Through Many Dangers. The Story of John Newton (Welwyn: Eurobooks, 1980).
John Pollock, Amazing Grace. The Dramatic Life-Story of John Newton (Oxford: Lion, 1996 [Hodder & Stoughton,
1981]).
John Newton's own early autobiography, An Authentic Narrative of some Remarkable and Interesting Particulars in
the Life of [John Newton] was published in 1764, and many excerpts from it may be found in the collected Works Vol.
I, in Richard Cecil's own Memoirs of the Rev John Newton (London: Hatchard, 1808 = Edinburgh: Banner of Truth,
1985).

However, see now:
Marylynn Rouse (ed.) The Life of John Newton/ Richard Cecil, Geanies House, Fearn, Ross-Shire: Christian Focus,
2000 (an expanded and revised edition of Richard Cecil's Memoirs of the Rev John Newton [1808]).

For detailed studies on Newton, see:
D Bruce Hindmarsh, John Newton and the English Evangelical Tradition: Between the Conversions of Wesley and
Wilberforce (Grand Rapids, MI and Cambridge, UK, 2001 [Oxford: Clarendon, 1996]);
D Bruce Hindmarsh, The Life and Spirituality of John Newton (Vancouver: Regent College Publishing, 2002);
Donald E Demaray, The Innovation of John Newton (1725-1807): Synergism of Word and Music in Eighteenth
Century Evangelism (Lewiston: Edwin Mellen, 1988).

Brief recent studies include:
Gordon Mursell, English Spirituality. From 1700 to the Present Day (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2001),
'Evangelical Spirituality', pp 20-31, focussing largely and sympathetically on Newton;
Christian History and Biography, Issue 81, Winter 2004: 'John Newton and the Story of Amazing Grace'. See also the
Christian History page on the Christianity Today web site.
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The Sacramental Hymns

The Sacramental Hymns are found in Book II of Newton's Olney Hymns (all three books were published in 1779, with
a Preface dated February 15th), which are in Volume III of Newton's Works, pp 518-24. Book II has the following
sections:

Seasons,
Ordinances, including The Lord's Day, Sacramental Hymns, hymns on Revival, Prayer and Scripture;
Providences, including hymns on Fast-Days and Funerals, and Creation.

The Sacramental Hymns (Hymn LIII- LIX) constitute a separate section under Ordinances, and are to be distinguished
from other hymns scattered throughout all three volumes on the Cross and the Gospel. In his Preface, Newton
indicates that some of the Olney Hymns (some 68, in fact) were written by his friend William Cowper; these are
identified by a C at the head of the hymn. Two of the Sacramental Hymns are so identified: Welcome to the table, and
Jesus hasting to suffer.

The seven hymns are as follows (with slightly modernised spelling and punctuation):

Hymn LIII.       C. (= Cowper)       Welcome to the table.

1. This is the feast of heav'nly wine,
     And God invites to sup;
The juices of the living vine
     Were press'd, to fill the cup.
 

2. Oh, bless the Saviour, ye that eat,
      With royal dainties fed;
Not heav'n affords a costlier treat,
     For Jesus is the bread!
 

3. The vile, the lost, he calls to them,
      Ye trembling souls appear!
The righteous, in their own esteem,
      Have no acceptance here.
 

4. Approach ye poor, nor dare refuse
      The banquet spread for you;
Dear Saviour, this is welcome news,
      Then I may venture too.
 

5. If guilt and sin afford a plea,
      And may obtain a place;
Surely the Lord will welcome me,
      And I shall see his face.

Hymn LIV.       Christ crucified.

1.   When on the cross, my Lord I see
Bleeding to death, for wretched me;
Satan and sin no more can move
For I am all transform'd to love.
 

2.  His thorns, and nails, pierce thro' my heart,
In ev'ry groan I bear a part;
I view his wounds with streaming eyes,
But see! He bows his head and dies!
 

3.   Come, sinners, view the Lamb of God,
Wounded and dead, and bath'd in blood!
Behold his side, and venture near,
The well of endless life is here.
 

4.  Here I forget my cares and pains;
I drink, yet still my thirst remains;



Only the fountain-head above,
Can satisfy the thirst of love.
 

5.   Oh, that I thus could always feel!
Lord, more and more thy love reveal!
Then my glad tongue shall loud proclaim
The grace and glory of thy name.
 

6.   Thy name dispels my guilt and fear,
Revives my heart, and charms my ear;
Affords a balm for ev'ry wound,
And Satan trembles at the sound.

Hymn LV.       C. (= Cowper)       Jesus hasting to suffer.

1. The Saviour! What a noble flame
      Was kindled in his breast,
When hasting to Jerusalem
      He march'd before the rest!
 

2. Good-will to men, and zeal for God,
      His ev'ry thought engross;
He longs to be baptiz'd with blood, (n)
      He pants to reach the cross.
 

3. With all his suff'rings full in view,
      And woes, to us, unknown,
Forth to the task his spirit flew,
      'Twas love that urged him on.
 

4. Lord, we return thee what we can!
      Our hearts shall sound abroad
Salvation, to the dying Man,
      And to the rising God!
 

5. And while thy bleeding glories here
      Engage our wond'ring eyes;
We learn our lighter cross to bear,
      And hasten to the skies.

(n) a footnote refers the reader to Luke 12:50

Hymn LVI.       It is good to be here.

1.   Let me dwell on Golgotha,
Weep and love my life away!
While I see him on the tree
Weep and bleed, and die for me!
 

2.   That dear blood, for sinners split,
Shows my sin in all its guilt:
Ah, my soul, he bore thy load,
Thou hast slain the Lamb of God.
 

3.   Hark! His dying words, "Forgive,
Father, let the sinner live;
Sinner, wipe thy tears away,
I thy ransom freely pay."
 

4.   While I hear this grace reveal'd,
And obtain a pardon seal'd;
All my soft affections move,
Waken'd by the force of love.
 



5.   Farewell, world, thy gold is dross,
Now I see the bleeding cross
Jesus died to set me free
From the law, and sin, and thee!
 

6.   He has dearly bought my soul
Lord, accept, and claim the whole!
To thy will I all resign,
Now, no more my own, but thine.

Hymn LVII.       Looking at the cross.

1. In evil long I took delight,
      Unaw'd by shame or fear;
Till a new object struck my sight,
      And stopp'd my wild career.
 

2. I saw one hanging on a tree,
      In agonies and blood;
Who fix'd his languid eyes on me,
      As near his cross I stood.
 

3. Sure, never till my latest breath,
      Can I forget the look;
It seem'd to charge me with his death,
      Tho' not a word he spoke.
 

4. My conscience felt, and own'd the guilt,
      And plung'd me in despair;
I saw my sins his blood had split,
      And help'd to nail him there.
 

5. Alas! I knew not what I did,
      But now my tears are vain;
Where shall my trembling soul be hid?
      For I the Lord have slain.
 

6. A second look he gave, which said,
      "I freely all forgive;
This blood is for thy ransom paid,
      I die, that thou may'st live."
 

7. Thus, while his death my sin displays,
      In all its blackest hue;
(Such is the mystery of grace)
      It seals my pardon too.
 

8. With pleasing grief and mournful joy,
      My spirit now is fill'd;
That I should such a life destroy,
      Yet live by him I kill'd.

Hymn LVIII.       Supplies in the wilderness.

1. When Israel by divine command
      The pathless desert trod;
They found, tho' 'twas a barren land,
      A sure resource in God.
 

2. A cloudy pillar marked their road,
      And screen'd them from the heat;
From the hard rocks their water flow'd,
      And Manna was their meat.
 



3. Like them we have a rest in view,
      Secure from adverse pow'rs;
Like them we pass a desert too,
      But Israel's God is ours.
 

4. Yes, in this barren wilderness
      He is to us the same;
By his appointed means of grace,
      As once he was to them.
 

5. His word a light before us spreads
      By which our path we see;
His love a banner o'er our heads,
      From harm preserves us free.
 

6. (Added in the 1808 edition of Newton's Works)
Jesus, the bread of life, is giv'n
      To be our daily food;
We drink a wondrous stream from heav'n,
      'Tis water, wine and blood.
 

7. Lord, 'tis enough; I ask no more,
      These blessings are divine;
I envy not the worldling's store,
      If Christ and heaven are mine.

Hymn LXIX.       Communion with the saints in glory.

1.   Refresh'd by the bread and the wine,
The pledges of our Saviour's love;
Now let our hearts and voices join
In songs of praise with those above.
 

2.   Do they sing, "Worthy is the Lamb"?
Altho' we cannot reach their strains,
Yet we, thro' grace, can sing the same,
For us he died, for us he reigns.
 

3.   If they behold him face to face,
While we a glimpse can only see;
Yet equal debtors to his grace,
As safe and as belov'd are we.
 

4.   They had, like us a suffering time,
Our care and fears, and griefs they knew;
But they have conquer'd all thro' him,
And we, ere long, shall conquer too.
 

5.   Tho' all the songs of saints in light
Are far beneath his matchless worth;
His grace is such, he will not slight
The poor attempts of worms on earth.

A more detailed study of these hymns is due to be published following a conference in July 2004 on the theme of
'Evangelical Identities'.
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John Newton's Creation Hymns

The titles of the twenty-one Creation hymns which conclude Book II (Hymns LXXX-C) of the Olney Hymns are as
follows:

The Old and New Creation
The Book of Creation
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The Rainbow
Thunder
Lightning in the Night
On the Eclipse of the Moon, July 30, 1776
Moon-Light
The Sea
The Flood
The Thaw
The Loadstone
The Spider and Bee
The Bee saved from the Spider
The tamed Lion
Sheep
The Garden
For a Garden-Seat or Summer-House
The Creatures in the Lord's hand
On Dreaming
The World
The Enchantment Dissolved

In comparison with his Sacramental Hymns, the quality of these Creation Hymns is very variable, and many are simply
doggerel. Quite a number, as the titles suggest, are didactic moral tales drawn from nature, with several (as indeed is
true of many of Newton's hymns in general) carrying attention to the coming of the day of judgement. Creation is more
of a sermon to heed than a house to inhabit.9

However, they are to be set in the context of the age of Goethe (1749-1832), who died four years before Charles
Simeon. Wordsworth was born in 1770, Coleridge in 1772; Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) wrote his Ode to Joy in
1785; J M W Turner (b.1775) was beginning to paint in 1790; Mozart's Magic Flute, with the enchantment of nature as
one of its themes, was first performed in 1791; Schubert was born in 1797; Haydn's The Creation was first performed
in 1798; Beethoven wrote his Pastoral Symphony in 1808. Newton is seeking to respond to creation, from a Christian
stance, with the same renewed openness and simplicity which affected so many of his contemporaries.

For an astonishing outpouring of 1,000 contemporary and indigenous Chinese hymns by a farm-girl from northern
China, Xiao Min, entitled The Canaan Hymns, many of which express a traditional Chinese appreciation of creation as
a window of truth, combined with a profound Christian experience of the love of God, go to www.chinasoul.org, where
there is information about a four DVD-set documentary The Cross - Jesus in China, the fourth of which gives a moving
account of the genesis of these hymns. These hymns are at present only available in Chinese.
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The Evangelicalism of John Newton and Charles Simeon

It is worth recalling something of the attitudes of such men as John Newton and Charles Simeon to their
contemporaries. John Newton's writings illustrate the fact that the early Evangelicals were more interested in shared
faith and experience than doctrinal qualifications and dogmatic agreement.

John Newton

John Newton, for instance, regarded himself as 'a lover of peace...a sort of middle man'. Though 'an avowed Calvinist',
he repeatedly disavows himself of any party spirit, and writes that 'I feel much more union of spirit with some
Arminians, than I could with some Calvinists; and, if I thought a person feared sin, loved the word of God, and was
seeking after Jesus, I would not walk the length of my study to proselyte (sic) him to the Calvinistic doctrines'.10 A few
more quotations will illustrate how the early Evangelicals eschewed aggressive tactics and false polarities:

I endeavour to guard against extremes: our nature is prone to them; and we are liable likewise, when
we have found the inconvenience of one extreme, to revert insensibly (sometimes to fly suddenly) to
the other. I pray to be led in the midst of the path.11

I have conversed at large among all parties, without joining any: and, in my attempts to hit the golden
mean, I have been sometimes drawn too near the different extremes; yet the Lord has enabled me to
profit by mistakes.12

We must not therefore make the experience of others in all respects a rule to ourselves, nor our own
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a rule to others; yet these are common mistakes, and productive of many more.13

I find my heart as much united to many who differ from me in some points, as to any who agree with
me in all.14

Moderation, for Newton, like the colour white, which 'is properly no colour itself, but is formed by a union and
combination of all the coloured rays of light', 'is not a grace distinct from others...but...the result, the united effect of all
the graces of the spirit.' 'The reason why instances of true moderation are so rare is, that there are few who have their
zeal balanced by proportionate knowledge, or their gentleness stimulated by a due regard to the honour of God or the
importance of truth.'15

Two final brief quotations can sum up this lovely, early generosity of outlook:

The truths of Scripture are not like mathematical theorems, which present exactly the same ideas to
every person who understands the terms.16

Pedantry...can only act or think in one circle...In religion, it generally draws everything into the vortex
of some favourite sentiment.17

So strongly did Newton believe in the guiding of the Holy Spirit that he could speak out quite aggressively against
those who would confine his spirit:

I can readily adopt 'No Popery' or my motto; but popery with me has a very extensive sense. I dislike
it, whether it be on a throne, as at Rome, or upon a bench or at a board, as sometimes in London.
Whoever wants to confine me to follow his sentiments, whether as to doctrine or order, is so far a
papist. Whoever encourages me to read the Scripture, and to pray for the teaching of the Holy Spirit,
and then will let me follow the life the Lord gives me, without being angry with me because I cannot
or will not see with his eyes, nor wear his shoes, is a consistent Protestant.18
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Charles Simeon

Charles Simeon's own outlook, in apparent but unreal contradiction of Newton's, has often been characterised by his
well-known (and often mis-quoted) quotation concerning extremes, but also by repeated statements to the effect that
no system of theology could adequately hope to capture the varied and free thought of Scripture; Scripture is too great
to be confined by our limited minds:

Perhaps you little thought that in what you said about extremes, and against the golden mean, you
would carry me along with you. But I not only go along with you, I even go far beyond you: for to you I
can say in words what for these thirty years I have proclaimed in deeds...that the truth is not in the
middle, and not in one extreme, but in both extremes.19

I am like a man swimming in the Atlantic: and I have no fear of striking one hand against Europe and
the other against America.20

The Extract from the Preface of Simeon's Helps to Composition, quoted in Carus' Memoirs..., equally expresses his
principled rejection of systems:

Many have carried their attachment to system so far that they could not endure to preach upon any
passage of Scripture that seemed to oppose their favourite sentiments; or if they did, their whole
endeavour has been to make the text speak a different language from that which it appeared to do.
In opposition to all such modes of procedure, it is the Author's wish in the preface to recommend a
conformity to the Scriptures themselves without any solicitude about systems of man's invention. Nor
would anything under heaven be more grateful to him than to see names and parties buried in
eternal oblivion, and primitive simplicity restored to the Church.21
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He gives a typical illustration of his thesis, as often, in respect of disagreements between Calvinists and Arminians:

'As wheels in a complicated machine may move in opposite directions and yet subserve one
common end, so may truths apparently opposite be perfectly reconcileable with each other, and
equally subserve the purposes of God in the accomplishment of man's salvation.' 22

In his Recollections of the Conversation Parties of the Rev. Charles Simeon (London: Hamilton, Adams & Co., 1863),
Abner Brown clearly saw that Simeon's Evangelical Anglicanism was not that of a 'party', but paradoxically close to
Newton's 'golden mean':

'It is far from improbable that were Mr. Simeon now alive, he would have become, without wish or
effort on his part, the leader of a very large middle party, not based upon what are called broad
Church principles, but on a simply Scriptural avoiding alike of the extreme Church party and the
extreme evangelical party, and upon a steady opposition to both Rationalist and Roman
tendencies...' (p 65).

Given the status of Simeon's life and achievement, he has received rather limited attention. The only occasionally
available biographies of Charles Simeon are:

Handley C G Moule, Charles Simeon. Biography of a Sane Saint (London: IVP, 1965 [1892]); and
Hugh Evan Hopkins, Charles Simeon of Cambridge (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1977).

Some of his sermons were published thus:

Arthur Pollard (ed.), Let Wisdom Judge. University Addresses and Sermons by Charles Simeon (London: Inter-Varsity
Fellowship, 1959).

See more recently:

James M Houston (ed.), Evangelical Preaching. An Anthology of Sermons by Charles Simeon. Classics of Faith and
Devotion (Vancouver: Regent College, 2003).
John Piper, The Roots of Endurance: Invincible Perseverance in the Lives of John Newton, Charles Simeon, and
William Wilberforce (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 2003).

Two small booklets:

Oliver R Barclay, Charles Simeon and the Evangelical Tradition (Focus Christian Minstries Trust, 1988).
Hugh Evan Hopkins, Charles Simeon. Preacher Extraordinary. Grove Liturgical Study No. 18 (Nottingham: Grove
Books, 1979).
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Pentecostal Sacramentalism

One of the fascinating by-products of the Ecumenical and Pentecostal/ Charismatic movements of the 20th Century
has been the unexpected range of convergences, even between groups and churches at furthest traditional remove
from one another.

Interestingly, there has been far more writing on this topic by Pentecostals than by Evangelicals. One example of such
inter-marriage has been a series of articles and one or two books by Pentecostal writers on aspects of ritual and
sacramental practice, which were no less previously suspect to Pentecostals than to Evangelicals. The Pentecostal
response, however, has been generous and characterised by theological and anthropological insight. A few of these
are noted below.

A potential parallel aspect, less studied because less surprising, is some current Evangelical incorporation of actions
which were traditionally performed - or banned - at the Eucharist. However, there has been no writing on this topic, to
my knowledge.

Books:

William de Arteaga, Forgotten Power: The Significance of the Lord's Supper in Revival (Grand Rapid: Zondervan,
2002), together with the review by Francisco Arriola in Pneuma [The Journal of the Society for Pentecostal Studies]
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25/2 (2003), pp 203-4;
Daniel E Albrecht, Rites in the Spirit. A Ritual Approach to Pentecostal-Charismatic Spirituality, Journal of Pentecostal
Studies Supplement Series (Sheffield Academic Press, 1999).

Articles:

Daniel E Albrecht, 'Pentecostal Spirituality: Looking through the Lens of Ritual', Pneuma [The Journal of the Society
for Pentecostal Studies] 14/2 (1992), pp 107-125.
William de Arteaga, 'The Sacramental Dimension of Revival', Society of Pentecostal Studies Annual Papers23, Vol. I
(1999).
Adam Ayers, 'Can the Behaviour of Tongues Utterance Still Function as Ecclesial Boundary? The Significance of Art
and Sacrament', Pneuma 22/2 (2000), pp 271-301, esp. pp 284-287 ('The Lens of Art') and pp 291-294 ('The Lens of
Sacrament').
Richard D Israel, Daniel E Albrecht & Randal G McNally (eds.), 'Pentecostals and Hermeneutics: Text, Rituals and
Community', Pneuma 15/2 (1993), pp 137-161, esp. 146-154 ('Rituals').
Jackie David Johns, 'The Sacraments and the Inclusion of Children in the Pentecostal Community of Faith', Society of
Pentecostal Studies Annual Papers, Vol. I (1999).
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, 'Deification and a Pneumatological Concept of Grace: Unprecedented Convergences Between
Orthodox, Lutheran, and Pentecostal-Holiness Soteriologies', Society of Pentecostal Studies Annual Papers, Vol. I
(1999).
Frank Macchia, 'Tongues as a Sign: Towards a Sacramental Understanding of Pentecostal Experience', Pneuma 15/1
(1993), pp 61-76.
Ed Rybarczyk, 'Pentecostals and the Eastern Orthodox: Prayer as a Window for Self Understanding', Society of
Pentecostal Studies Annual Papers (1996).
Ed Rybarczyk, 'Spiritualities Old and New: Similarities between Eastern Orthodoxy and Classical Pentecostalism',
Pneuma 24/1 (2002).
Joel Scandrett, 'Reclaiming Eucharistic Piety: A Post-Modern Possibility for Holiness and Pentecostal Traditions?',
Society of Pentecostal Studies Annual Papers, Vol. I (1998).
James K A Smith, 'What hath Cambridge to do with Azusa Street? Radical Orthodoxy and Pentecostal Theology in
Conversation', Review Essay in Pneuma 25/1 (2003), pp 97-114, esp. pp 105-7.

Cf. also the web site: The Society for Pentecostal Studies

Although the writer was not a Pentecostal, see, from a liturgical Anglican viewpoint, the issue in reverse in:
John Gunstone, Pentecost comes to Church. Sacraments and Spiritual Gifts (London: Darton, Longman and Todd,
1994).
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Ideas for a Workshop

What is the place of the different elements of space and time that are unavoidably included in celebration of Holy
Communion?

Space:

Why have Evangelicals been so suspicious of any movement at all?
Consider the effect and purpose of distance and spaces or gaps; the benefits as well as the disadvantages of
distance between Holy Table and pews.
Consider the inspiring effect of high ceilings, the constricting effect of low ceilings, people in boxes, lines, rows
or circles.
Consider the differences between the President facing East (like the congregation) or West (facing the
congregation).

What is a ritual? When does an action turn into a ritual? When does a ritual lose its meaning? When does a
symbol lose its meaning? What can be done to prevent symbols losing their meaning?
Why might certain actions matter?
What traditionally has been the purpose of Christian symbolic actions - standing for the Gospel and the Creed,
and often standing now for Communion; sitting for a sermon; kneeling for prayer; raising the hands or arms in
praise or in blessing; making the sign of the cross while standing, or while bowing down low to touch the ground
(as the foot of the cross); bowing down for a blessing or making a full-body act of prostration?
How do such different actions express the intentions, moods, hopes of the body in worship?
Why have Evangelicals regularly opposed all such symbolic actions?
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Consider the function of 'routine' actions in daily life - shaking hands, embracing, wagging a finger at someone,
kissing, holding hands out in prayer, waving good-bye, running to greet someone, lifting up a child in the air,
being supported by someone if you stumble and fall, waving the hands in dismissal?
Consider the place of sitting down to eat (in different ways in different cultures); lying down to go to sleep;
getting up in the morning; brushing your teeth. Are these actions 'significant'?
Is practising the piano, the guitar, going to the gym a ritual or an exercise?
How do such actions express the life of the body?
Are such activities different from those performed in a church?

Time:

What is time?
What is time for?
How do our modern conceptions of time differ from the ancient?
What is the past? The present? The future?
What is the purpose of time? Why does frustration and rushing seem so characteristic of life today?
Where does time go?
What difference does it make if there is no time to pray?
What difference does it make in a service if there are time-spaces between events?
What happens to time in a Communion service? Is it right to think of things that 'happened a long time ago'?

For the quite different approach to space and time of the Celtic Christian tradition, see:

Thomas O'Loughlin, Journeys on the Edges. The Celtic Tradition. Traditions of Christian Spirituality Series (London:
Darton, Longman and Todd, 2000), esp. ch. 8: 'Walking in Time', pp 132-147.
See also Oliver Davies and Fiona Bowie (eds.), Celtic Christian Spirituality. An Anthology of Medieval and Modern
Sources (London: SPCK, 1995).

For important anthropological reflections on the nature of ritual, see:

Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols. Explorations in Cosmology (London: Routledge, 2003 [1970]).

For a Grove Spirituality Booklet on this topic, see:

Andy Rider, Time, Space and God. Spiritual Lessons in London's West End. Grove Spirituality Series No. 86
(Cambridge: Grove Books, 2003).

For specific reflections on the relationship of time, place, movement and the liturgy, see:

Jeremy Haselock, articles: 'Gestures' and 'Posture' in Paul F Bradshaw (ed.), The New SCM Dictionary of Liturgy and
Worship (London: SCM, 2002);
John Inge, A Christian Theology of Place. Explorations in Practical, Pastoral and Empirical Theology Series
(Aldershot: SCM, 2004);
Nathan Mitchell, article: 'Rite, Ritual', in Paul F Bradshaw (ed.), The New SCM Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship
(London: SCM, 2002);
Jürgen Moltmann, Science and Wisdom (London: SCM, 2003), esp. pp 85-126 (chs. VI-VIII: 'What is Time and How
Do We Experience it?'; 'The Origin and Completion of Time in the Primordial and in the Eschatological Moment'; and
'God and Space');
Catherine Pickstock, After Writing. On the Liturgical Consummation of Philosophy (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998); and
Catherine Pickstock, 'Radical Orthodoxy and the Meditations of Time', in Laurence Paul Hemming (ed.), Radical
Orthodoxy? A Catholic Enquiry (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000), pp 63-75;

This web page has been compiled by Philip Seddon. If you have any comments or additions you wish to make, please
contact the author directly at P.J.Seddon@bham.ac.uk, or write to sales@grovebooks.co.uk
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Notes

1 For this usage of the capital 'E', see MacCulloch, Reformation. Europe's House Divided. 1490-1700 (London: Allen
Lane, 2003), p 700; the lower case 'e' is correctly much more common in this volume. Back
2 Frederick W B Bullock, The History of Ridley Hall, Cambridge, Volume I. To the End of A.D. 1907 (Cambridge:
Printed for the Council of Ridley Hall at the University Pres), 1941, pp. 81-82. Back
3 See MacCulloch, Reformation, 353. Back
4 David W Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain. A History from the 1730s to the 1980s (London: Unwin
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Hyman, 1989), pp 14-17. Back
5 Cf. e.g. Timothy Ware, The Orthodox Church (Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1963), pp 9-16. Back
6 Bebbington, Evangelicalism, p 27, uses the phrase 'Varieties of Evangelicalism' in the sub-title. Back
7 The Book of Common Prayer, Article XIX. Back
8 Bebbington, Evangelicalism, p 37. William Law's debt to Johann Tauler, Jan van Ruysbroeck and Thomas à Kempis
is well known, as is his later debt to Jakob Boehme. Back
9 Cf. Gordon Mursell's similar comments in English Spirituality. From 1700 to the Present Day, p 26. Back
10 John Newton, Letter 4 To the Rev. Mr. S**********, July 26, 1775, in The Works of the Rev. John Newton
(Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1985 [1820]) VI, p 278. Back
11 To the Revd Thomas Bowman, Nov 2, 1785, in Josiah Bull, Letters by the Rev. John Newton (Religious Tract
Society, 1869), p 121. Back
12 In Richard Cecil (ed.), Memoirs of the Rev. John Newton, in Works, I, pp 48f. See some comments on these
quotations in a previous study: Whole Christ. The Spirituality of Ministry (Oxford: SLG Press [Convent of the
Incarnation], 1996). Back
13 Newton, 'An Authentic Narrative of some Remarkable and Interesting Particulars in the Life of ********', in Rev.
Richard Cecil (ed.), Memoirs, in Works, I, p 35. Back
14 To the Rev Francis Oakley, April 3, 1759, in Josiah Bull, Letters, p 20. Back
15 Life and Writings of Mrs Jane Dawson, p 92. Back
16 Letter 4 to the Revd. Mr. S**********, [1808 ed.] II, p 133. Back
17 To Mrs Dawson, Life and Writings of Mrs Dawson, pp 82-83. Back
18 Letter to Rev. Joshua Symonds, 1781, in Josiah Bull, Letters, pp 177-8. Back
19 To the Rev. Mr. T------, 9 July, 1825, in William Carus, Memoirs of the Life of the Rev. Charles Simeon, with a
Selection from his Writings and Correspondence (London: Hatchards, 1847), p 599 (italics original). Back
20 'Recollections of the Revd. Charles Simeon by the Rt Revd. Daniel Wilson', Lord Bishop of Calcutta, in Carus,
Memoirs, p 842. This follows Bishop Wilson's commendation of Simeon for his 'Moderation on Contested and Doubtful
Points of Theology', pp 840-841. Back
21 Carus, Memoirs, note to p 187. Back
22 Carus, Memoirs, p 529, taken from the Preface to Horae Homileticae. It is worth reading the whole section, pp 528-
534.  Carus' Memoirs, Brown's Recollections and Simeon's Horae Homileticae are the only historical sources for the
life and work of Charles Simeon. Back
23 Available from TREN: the Theological Research Exchange Network Back
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